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Upcoming events

Every year thousands of delegates attend HQN events to get up-to-speed with the latest policy developments and best practice in the housing sector. Renowned for being topical, practical and genuinely insightful, we use member feedback to inform our events programme to ensure we keep our finger on the pulse.
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                                            Location:                                             HQN event –                                             
                                            Virtual


                                            23 April 2024 – 10:30am – 12:30pm                                            
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Upcoming training

HQN has a track record of helping individuals and organisations achieve real and lasting performance improvements through our in-house and public training courses. The current drive to improve professional standards means the training and development of housing staff has never been more important. And with more than 220 courses to choose from, we offer practical training on (nearly) every housing topic you can think of.
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                                            Public training –                                                                                         
                                            Live virtual


                                            16 April 2024 – 9:30am – 4:00pm                                            
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HQN networks

A vital resource for everyone working in social housing, the Housing Quality Network and our nine specialist networks provide practical guidance and advice whenever you need it. Membership to HQN’s networks covers everybody in your organisation – allowing you to save money without compromising standards.
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Latest news

Stay up to date with the latest housing news, analysis and opinion with our free-to-view articles, updated daily by professional journalists, covering everything from the breaking headlines to the latest government policy announcements and regulatory updates.
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                                Social rent cap extended to 2026 as new regulatory regime kicks in
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                                The new regulatory regime has arrived. HQN speaks to the RSH!
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Latest consultancy

HQN is a specialist housing consultancy working across the globe. With 25 years’ experience and a proven track record of success, we focus on adding value to our clients with the ability to cover all aspects of the housing sector. Our hands-on, expert assistance to housing associations, councils, ALMOs and other organisations is individually tailored to every job.
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        Become a member
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Enjoy the benefits of being a member, with all the added features

 

Join now

    

    
        Member benefits



	
Expert briefings on all aspects of housing




	
Members-only website and information store




	
Virtual workshops and seminars




	
Annual conference




	
Ask the members.
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								Address: Rockingham House,
 St Maurice’s Road,
 York
 YO31 7JA

							

							

								For information call today
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